New research on Pacific climate pattern may lead to improved cyclone forecasting
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"Any progress in understanding such cyclones can make a huge impact on the Indian subcontinent," said Pallav Ray, a meteorologist and associate professor in ocean engineering and marine sciences at Florida Tech and a co-author of the study.

In addition to ENSO, there is a second climatic phenomenon that has significant influences on year-to-year fluctuation in the tropical cyclone frequency in the Indian Ocean, the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD). This is similar to ENSO in that it involves warming and cooling of the eastern and western equatorial waters, but this happens in the Indian Ocean, not the Pacific as is the case with ENSO.

The study found that the teleconnection between ENSO/IOD and Bay of Bengal cyclone frequency is confined in the near-equatorial region with little to no influence for cyclogenesis, or cyclone formation, further away from the equator during ENSO and IOD except during negative IOD. Changes in the low-level winds in the equatorial region were found to be the most critical parameter influencing such cyclogenesis.

"Since the year-to-year variability in the near-equatorial cyclone numbers is largely determined by the phase of ENSO and IOD, knowing the ENSO/IOD phases will undoubtedly help extend the lead time and improve the seasonal prediction of Bay of Bengal cyclones," Ray said.
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